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Coming Soon:
The New Wismer
BY COLIN TUCKER
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Two Suspects Apprehended for
Oklahoma City Bombing

will be extended until 2:30, and
dinner will be extended until 7:30.
These extended hours will be especially convenient for athletes who
have afternoon practices, and may
even alleviate the infamous" II :50
rush" for lunch. In addition, students will be able to use "Zack
Power," which is a set amount of
dollar credit given to all boarding
students to use at Zack's at any
time.
Madeleine Holland, Director of
Dining Services, is enthusiastically
looking forward to the improvements. When asked about possible
overcrowding at Zack's due to students being able to use their meal
cards there, she said more boarding students will go to Zack' s at
first, but the real intent of the program is to "offer an alternative and
a supplement to the dining hall."
She said the changes will be made
based on student feedback from the
comment cards, the Wismer Chats,
customer satisfaction surveys, and
a focus group that met monthly.
Holland says that food service at
Ursinus will be a "whole new ball
game." It will "look different and
feel different." She also said it
would help to "make Ursinus a

The Wismer Dining Hall and
Zack's snack bar will undergo major renovations this summer. The
proposed state-of-the-art main dining hall will be a much more relaxed atmosphere with carpet, tile,
and new tables and chairs. Additionally, Zack's will be approximately doubled in size, and will
feature the food and decor of an
Italian eatery, including pizza that
can be delivered to residence halls.
The new dining hall will set the
stage for many new menu offerings,
such as a grill station from which
breakfast can be prepared to order,
as well as fresh seafood and poultry
items at dinner. A full service deli
will be offered, and a wider selection of vegetarian and healthy selections. Additionally, a super-bar
will be offered with soup, salad,
breads and pasta.
The expansion of Zack's is to
facilitate students using their meal
card there. Students who choose to
eat in the dining room will enjoy the
privilege of eating as much as they
like, while students in Zack's will
be given a set amount ofcash equivalency per meal. Because of students
soon being able to use their meal (See Wismer- page 2)
card in Zack' s, the hours for lunch

- Wi lliam Shakespeare
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Summer (is a season that) hath
all too short a date.

Death Toll Continues to Rise

BY PHIL CAIAZZO
and COLIN TUCKER
Of the Grizzly
At9amon Wednesday, April 18,
a Ryder Rental Truck pulled up to
the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City. Shortly
thereafter, the truck and over a
thousand pounds of explosives
rocked the federal building, raising
questions about the origin of this
terrorist attack.
U.S. Attorney General Janet
Reno has issued a $2 million reward for the two suspects allegedly
responsible for the bombing. The
frrst suspect, Timothy McVeigh,
27, was charged with the bombing
Friday after being arrested for a
traffic offense. Two friends of
McVeigh's, the brothers James and
Terry Nichols, are being held as
possible material witnesses in the
case.

EXTRA

Police arrested a second suspect, David Iniquez, on Sunday,
but Justice Department officials
say that he was not the dark-haired,
tattooed man they are still searching for. lniquez has not been
charged, but is being held for questioning. Over 400 federal agents
have participated in this manhunt;
100 are from the bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, 50 are
from the Secret Service, 200 are
from the FBI, and 100 are from
other federal agencies. White
House Chief of Staff Leon Panetta,
who is heading the government
investigation into the bombing, said
Sunday that he believed the hunt
was making progress. He said "I
think they are narrowing in on the
subject."
Weldon Kennedy, the FBI agent
in charge of the investigation, said
that the two suspects had been
linked to a truck that investigators

I
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believe contained the half-ton bomb
that shattered downtown Oklahoma
City.
As for the relatives of those
trapped inside the building, some
have already received news, but
many are still waiting anxiously.
People have been holding up pictures of relatives in front of television cameras to try to get news on
the conditions oflovedones. People
are also waiting for the lists that
the Red Cross puts out ofthe people
sent to the hospital for care. In all,
some 400 victims filled the hospitals in Oklahoma City. As of this
writing, the death toll stands at 81 ,
about 12 of whom were children.
About 125 people, including an
unspecified number ofchildren enrolled in a day care center within
the building, are still missing. It is
presumed that they are buried in
the rubble.

SPORTS

Softball Team
Wins Title
-- Page 12
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News

~calNewsRoundup
BY TARIK QASIM

Of The Grizzly

Basketball in Pottstown
On April 20, banners were set-up around the Pottstown
bourough proclaiming "Pottstown Welcomes National
Police Athletic League 1995 Basketball Tournament."
Over sixty-eight teams will play more than 150 games in
eight different gymnasiums. Teams from as far as California and as close as Reading and Philadelphia will be playing
free games. The opening games started on Thursday, April
20, and the teams of children were treated to a dinner at the
Sunnybrook Ballroom. The children also had a chance to
meet former NBA star World B. Free (now a coach for the
Philadelphia 76ers).

Employees Protest
On Wednesday, April 19, almost sixty union employees
of The Mercury in Pottstown demonstrated for an hour in
front of the newspaper's Hanover and King Street offices.
The guild is calling for improved sick-pay benefits and a
third pension plan. The employees marched around with
signs reading, "We demand dignity, fairness and respect."
According to Mercury's publisher, Mr. Hollywood, the
six percent wage increases would bring the salaries ofmost
of the guild employees to almost $40,000 per year.

Clare Zeberkiewicz
Awarded UPS Scholarship
Clare E. Zeberkiewicz, a junior
majoring in biology, was recently
named a 1995 United Parcel Service Foundation Scholar in recognition of her scholarship, citizenship, and leadership. Zeberkiewicz
will receive an award of$2,550 for
use in the 1995-96 academic year.
At Ursin us, Zeberkiewicz is a
Dean's Honor List student. She has
been named to Beta Beta Beta, the
national biology honor society;
SigmaXi, the international research
honor society; and Phi Sigma Iota,
the national foreign language honor
society. She is a member of the
biology and French clubs.
Zeberkiewicz also participates in
the Ursinus Student Government
Association, the Campus Activities
Board, and the Residence Hall As-

sociation, as president of the class
of 1996.
She isone of 50 students in Pennsylvania who will share $127,500
in scholarships. from the UPS
Foundation's educational endowment fund . The UPS Foundation is
the main charitable arm of United
Parcel Service. The scholarships
are administered in the state by the
Foundation for Independent Colleges, Inc. of Pennsylvania (FIC)
inMechanicsburg. Since 1975, the
UPS Foundation has provided more
than $1.6 million in scholarship
support via FIC in Pennsylvania.
Selection of the UPS scholars is
determined independently on each
campus. UPS district managers are
invited to present the scholarship
awards.

Wismer Renovations
(Wismer cont. from pg. 1)

ments is provided by a significant
gift from the Wood Company, with

more attractive place for incoming
freshmen." She feels that the renovations are needed because "students should eat in an environment
that looks like a dining hall and not
a gymnasium."
The funding for the improve-

whom Ursinus contracts food service, as well as donor's gifts specificallytargeted forWismerrenovations. The money is currently in
hand. The project is expected to be
completed on August 15.

Become
General
Manager
ofWVOU
WVOU-AM/FM -- The
Voice of Ursinus Radio
is accepting applications for the position of
General Manager for
the 1995-96 school
year. If you are interested in applying,
please submit a letter
stating your qualifications and interest in the
position to Dr. Jay K.
Miller (Ritter center)
before 12:00 PM Monday May 1, 1995.

Global Perspectives
International

National

The death toll is estimated to be high as government forces opened
fire on a makeshift camp in Rwanda. Reasons for the shooting are
unclear, and the violence lasted for well over five hours. The violence
in Rwanda, temporarily quelled, has resumed.

Two suspects in the most terrible bombing in the United States are in
custody. Timothy James McVeigh turned himself in on Friday. A second
suspect, David lniquez, was arrested on Sunday. He has not been charged
as of yet, but is being held for questioning.

In Cardiff, Wales, ON A testing is being done to find the killer of a
15 year old girl. The girl was raped and strangled to death, and police
are now in the process of taking blood samples from men around the
area in attempt to find a match with the ON A in the semen found in the
victim.

In a surprising turnaround, Republicans are now attempting to change the
health care system in America. Their argument is the status quo is simply too
expensive to sustain, and changes are necessary. They are specifically
targeting the 37 million older Americans currently covered by Medicare.

Afterunsuccessful negotiations with the United States, North Korea
has stated it will take a "necessary decisive measure" involving its
nuclear capabilities. This threat could indicate the North Koreans are
ready to reactivate their nuclear program; however, the door is still
open for negotiations.

Exercise nuts observe: a recent experiment done by Harvard scientists
indicates moderate exercise does not promote longevity. On the contraIy,
vigorous exercise will encourage a longer life. This contradicts previous
studies which showed moderate exercise is the key to a longer, healthier life.
More results are forthcoming.

(Compiled by Michael McCuen from the New York Times)
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Spring Fling - 1995

Mathematics
Awareness Week.

The Article

April 23-29, 1995
Mathematics & Symmetry is the
theme for Mathematics Awareness
Week which is being observed nationwide from April 23-29, 1995.
Symmetry is a concept used in
mathematics for analysis, classification, making predictions through
modeling, and for understanding
the structures ofall kinds of objects
-- both in mathematics and the
physical world.
Symmetry is the reason why
things work, particularly in manufacturing. For example, gears,
wheels; and turbines function because of the symmetrical nature of
their moving parts. Many manufactured forms are made up of identical parts, allowing for efficiency
in production, and are often put
together in symmetric ways, either
for aesthetic or structural reasons.
Examples are tiled pavements, brick
walls and modular homes.
Mathematicians refer to symmetry as "invariance under transformati on." Symmetry is a central
theme of mathematics because
transformations are a primary object of mathematical study.
Mathematics & Symmetry is visually depicted on the 1995 Mathematics Awareness Week colored
poster and postcards in striking
images ofsymmetric icons and quilt
patterns created for Mathematics
Awareness Week 1995 by Marty
Golubitsky and Mike Field, two

BY HEATHER ACHENBACH
Special To The Grizzly

mathematicians at the University
of Houston.
During Mathematics Awareness
Week 1995 numerous celebrations
take place at colleges, universities,
and research laboratories across the
country. Special events taking place
throughout the U.S. this year include a mathematics carnival, public lectures, mathematics video festivals, and special days in many.
states which bring high school students to college campuses to give
them a welcoming introduction to
mathematics.
Electronic access to many Mathematics Awareness Week materials
is available via the Internet on the
"gopher" of the Mathematical Association of America and on the
World Wide Web at the American
Mathematical Society.
Mathematics Awareness Week is
coordinated by the Joint Policy
Board for Mathematics on behalf of
three national mathematics organizations, the American Mathematical Society, the Mathematical Association of America, and the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics. Additional financial support is provided by the U.S. Aroty
Research Office; Oxford University Press, with offices in New York
and Oxford, UK; and SpringerVerlag, publishers of Textbooks in
Mathematical Sciences (TIMS), a
new undergraduate text series.

T.his .year's Spring Fling will be held on Saturday, April 29. Everyone is invited to join the festivities
1:00 p.~. on the lawn between Old Men's and Helfferich HalL Spring Fling is a fun-filled day,
allm the name of chanty. All proceeds will be donated to the Leukemia Society. There will be many activities
to ke~p everyone busy, ~ncl uding all day sports, free game booths with cool pri zes, tie-dying, and entertainment
prOVIded by a DJ and hve bands. For $5, you can enjoy all-you-can-drink beer (for those over 21) and soda,
plus you ca~ get a cool cup to drink from. T-shirts will be sold for $10 each. There will also be a dunking
booth, so bnng your spare ~hange and take a shot. A campus-wide picnic will begin at 4 :30. And, as a grand
fi?ale to a ~eat day, CAB ~s proud to .present. .. They Might Be Giants .. . unofficially starting at 9:00 p.m.
It s an exciting day. So, bnng your fnends, some spare change, support the Leukemia Society and above all
HAVE FUN!
'
,
be~lDrung at

Th{l Grizzly
Co-Editors in Chief
Marc Ellman

The Schedule
Friday, April 28

Spring Fling Kick-off Dance

8:00 p.m. WLL

Saturday, April 29

Booths, Sumo Wrestling, Velcro
Wall, Castle, prizes, food for
sale, all day DJ.

1-4:30 p.m.

Outdoor Picnic

4:30-6 p.m.

Outdoor Bands

6-8 p.m.

College Concert Band and
Jazz Ensemble (Bomberger Hall)

8:00 p.m.

Doors Open at Helfferich

8:00 p.m.

Brian DeWan (opening act for They

9:20p.m.

Might Be Giants)
They Might Be Giants

~~
(15
~~~
.

..

Mark Leiser

Opinions
Assistant Opinions
Entertaimnent

Jayson Blocksidge
Michael McCuen
Thomas Epler
Doug Plitt
Colin Tucker

Features
Sports
Assistant Sports

Alicia Darby
Jill Schnader
Charlie Weingroff
Joel Schofer

10:00 p.m.

The Extra Stuff

'!;.

Editorial Board
News

Page 3

'Bring money for:
- 1'00/from Zacfs
- 'Dunf(jng 'Bootli (!Movie !Maniac wU£ De in tliere!)
- rr-Sliirts ($10)
* !J!{{ proceeas (e~ept Zacf('s)go to tlit LeuKf-miaSociety

G?

C3" Mmission to 'Die!! N"Wht 'Be §Uvtt.risfree to aUUrsinus
stutfents (Dring your stutfent IV)

Faculty Advisor
Margot Kelley

General Starr
B~ ~er Mike Fleming; Circulation Manager Mike Farrand; Staff Ian Rhile; D1ustrators
~~ BU1; Photographer Mike Farrand; Assistant Photographer Jen Courtney; Writers Sue Boyer,

Pbil Caiazzo, Amy K. Davenport, Nicole D'Orsaneo, Chris Fescina, Jennifer Hazlak Richard Le
Stepbaaie Piraino, Amy Prickitt, Tarik Qasim, David Webb

"

C3" TUKf-ts for 'Die!! N"Wht 'Be §Uvtt.r to aU non-Ursinus
peopk are $15 (tic.Kf-ts avaUa6k inStutfent Jitctivities Office)
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Opinions
A Midnight Jog

BY RICHARD LE
O/The Grizzly
Jogging is a unique sport. It's
one of the few sports that you
can participate in alone at any
time or place. Also, it's a sport
where it allows you to accomplish much soul-searching while
you pound your legs away and
the surrounding world becomes
a blur.
Just the other day, for instance,
I decided to do somej ogging after
along study session. It was close
to midnight, the weather was
warm, and running conditions
were good. The clouds had
masked the moon, making light
scarce. After stretching out, I
quickly headed offdown deserted
Main Street at my usual pace.
The wind picked up now and
then, buffeting my exposed face.
It was like a living entity that I
was up against, except that it had
no feelings. My breath pattern
soon became deep and a little
laborious, but I maintained my
pace. Soon, I entered the world of
the "runner's high." While there,
I pondered what probably all
people think about sometimes in
their lives: What is the purpose
ofliving?
For example, why am I here at
college? Is it to prepare myself
for my future profession? It
seemed life is an incessant pattern
of memorization offacts. I have
spent endless hours chugging tidbits offC\Cts into my brain only to
have them flushed the next day
after a test. Then I would be faced
with anothertest, and more facts
to memorize. Once again, they
would be flushed.
A vicious cycle, is it not? Ifthe
quantity of facts can be measured, I would have filled up an
Olympic swimming pool by now.
Maybe two. But perhaps there is
more to life than just test after
test. Someone once asked me,
"What's one test in the grand
scheme of things?" Indeed, I
have no idea.
Memories from my philosophy
class trickled into my conscience
to baffle me more about our purposes in life. I learned about the
possible existence of a god, yet I
have never learned about why I
am here. Perhaps we should live

for the sake ofliving. I guess it's
a question each of us has to dis- .
cover for themselves.
The swift passing of a sports
car aroused me from my thoughts
and] concentrated on keeping my
breath regular. My legs became
sore and heavy, but I blocked the
feelings from my mind. Placing
one leg after the other was all I
could think of at that moment. I
then turned sharply right onto
9th Street. Before I turned, the
road was reasonably light. But
now, it was shadowy and barely
lit by halogen lights hanging off
the dead wooden poles. The tall
trees that graced the skyline with
their natural beauty during the
daytime were blanketed with
grimness at night. I felt like I was
running in a long dark tunnel
with sunglasses on. A morbid
idea rose in my mind and I wondered if! was going to be the next
victim of a random act of violence. Uncontrollably, the hairs
on the back of my neck prickled.
I hastily increased my speed and
followed my elusive, black
shadow before me. Again, the
euphoria hit me and I was soon
lost in my thoughts for the second time.
Friends: they're a pain at times,
but you can't livewithoutthem. I
guess that's one good thing here
at college. You get to meet some
awesome people who you are going to depend on for the rest of
yourlife. My friends, where would
I be ifit wasn't for them? They
have affected my life in ways I
cannot begin to describe and in
ways] definitely do not want to
describe. Sometimes I wondered
what it means to beafriend,and if
I am a friend to my friends.
Should friends have the capacity
to forgive, I wondered, if they
hurt you deeply? Depends. Do
you ever imagine what it would
be like ifyou never met any of the
people you know now? For me,
I believe my life would be a dull
one. Friends are an integral part
of all our lives. I have come to
understand that they make you
who you are.
The orange gates to the Reimert
driveway were a welcome sight
and I breathed with a sigh ofrelief.
By this point, my lungs made their

presence known by forcing me to
swallow pulps of precious air,
but I continued to run. At times,
I was tempted to just walk and
quit for the night. I remembered
I had read on someone's t-shirt
that pain is temporary, but pride
was forever. I thought about this
and compelled my legs forward.
As I was running, I noticed the
surrounding area was somewhat
brighter and that my transparent
shadow was beside me now instead of in front. My thoughts
rambled on.
Pride: I see it everywhere on
this small campus. I see pride in
the people I walk by casually
everyday. For some, they have
carried their pride like Roman
shields, solid and unbending.
These people, I thought, have
concealed themselves behind
their concrete shields and
shunned those who did not bear
their pride as a tool. Pride, I
believe, is a good trait. But it can
easily be twisted into a malignant tumor. Pride, in its extreme
form, can replace a person's selfidentity such that the person acts
according to his pride instead of
heart. Personally, I have seen too
many people fall into the pits of
pride. How unfortunate. For a
little campus such as ours, pride
sure does occupy a whole lot of
space.
Rustling sounds by dry cracked
leaves from a nearby dead tree
woke me from my reverie. By
now, I had almost completed a
trip around the college and was
beginning to come back to my
original location. The area there
was luminously lighted by the
rhythmic blinking of the traffic
lights and functional street lamps.
] noticed the illuminating light
had caused my ever-present
shadow to disappear temporarily.
I knewitwouldbeback soon. For
some strange reason, I was more
weary tonight than usual, but I
decided to jog some more. I
chuckled at the thought of how
my life seemed to revolve around
this school, physically and mentally. As ifit was agreeing with
me, a far-overhead cloud deeply
rumbled. Anewwindgatheredup
and instead of opposing me, it
pushed my back and seemed to
lift me up as I was jogging down

Points to Ponder
*Editor's note: The author of this piece asked to keep hislher name
withheld. The author's purpose was to raise some questions that will
spark thought and discussion on campus.
Why conform?
Who should set our standards? Shouldn't we?
Do we ~ant to be outstanding? If so, don't we need to be
outstanding individuals?
Image, shmimage, Ethics, shmethics.
Is life just a big spreadsheet? Are there .values underlying
capitalism? Is there such a thing as fiscal responsibility?
What is integrity? Integrity is the consistent alignment of
principles 'with action. Principles are inherently valuable
ideals that provide direction and serve as guidelines forcorrect
action. Leadership is based upon integrity. Will this College
allow leadership to emerge? Do we have the courage?
Do we wantto become a community? Is mutual understanding
just a naive ideal? Of course not. Isn't the. pain of avoiding
understanding far greater than the pain of achieving it?

As we devalue and move to make some progress less attractive, wbat are we seeking? That those faculty should lower
their standards ofexcellence? That they should begin to teach
poorly? Either make these programs the best they can be or
eliminate them. Either shit or get off the pot.
For those who can't s.e e a relationship between speech and
thought...try listening instead oflooking.
Is there a relationship between speech and thought? I guess it
depends on who is speaking.

Dedication to Reality. If the reality is that people want
meaningful jobs when they leave this place, could we respond
to this? Is seeking meaningful employment somehow unliberal?
Doesn't libra mean freedom? Doesn't freedom mean no
limitations? Doesn't freedom mean transcending convention?
Then why do we persist in modeling ourselves after a failing
industry?
What's the difference between a rat and a human? When the
rat finds thatthe good ole tunnel no longer holds the cheese, the

rat will look elsewhere.
Respect, Understanding, Trust. Why does the Board condescend to the community? Why does the administration
condescend to the faculty? Why does the faculty condescend
to the students? Why don't the students respect the learning
process... Wbere's the mystery here?
Why is potential so seldom realized?
Just think of how good we really could be...
As the curtain closes on the academic year, ali audience of
graduating seniors sit, wondering, what is the truth?

April 25, 1995
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Dr. Clark Responds to Core Concerns
To the Editor:

peeted outcome from the process of
curriculum revision engaged in in
Two essays concerning the recently the late 1980s that produced our
announced changes in the College current curriculum. At that time, in
core curriculum appear in The an effort to appease an array of
Grizzly of April II, 1995 that de- contending interests and finally
serve a wide response from the fac- come to agreement on a range of
ulty. One is a letter from Mike broadly mandated goals, including
Raub, and one a column by Thomas the four-course studentloadand the
Epler. I would like to address them accompanying increase
in 4-credit courses across
separately.
the curriculum, faculty
Mike Raub's letter expresses con- added a number of new
cern about what he perceives as a or expanded requirelack of leadership in the process. ments to the core. It had
Raub cites two works on leadership become clear that the
as a definition of the term, and upshot was in fact to reconcludes that it was lacking in the strict student options, to
process of faculty consideration. I make it almost imposdo not wish to challenge Raub's sible, for example, to
contention; it would merely be my complete social science
word and his, and perhaps neither teaching certification
of us would be right. What does without taking an extra
concern me, however, is Raub's semester or an overload, to restrict
apparent belief, which I sense is the number of double majors or the
widely shared within the student number of minors students were
body, that the faculty acted out of willing to undertake. Despite
narrow self-interest without con- Raub's doubt, we were in fact trying
sidering the greater need of stu- to open up curricular options for
dents. Raub may disagree with the students; we were motivated by a
faculty's decisions, but I would concern of students. I would add
strenuously disagree that faculty that nothing has been deleted from
acted blindly or selfishly. Faculty the College offerings as a result of
was trying to address what was the revision. Raub does not explain
broadly perceived to be an unex- what he feels is deficient in the

revision, but one guesses it is his
feeling that he is being denied the
optiontotakesomething. Well,it's
all there and will remain there.
Thomas Eplerposes a different challenge to the new core. After lamenting the omission of Public
Speaking (not in name, but in the

the other hand, is another matter.
Most basically, I would say that to a
degree that he does not give credit
for the Ursinus faculty are already
doing what he calls for. In lieu of
the requirement in Public Speaking, there is a commitment to elevate the role of student presentation and discourse in all courses.
Indeed, one reason this
faculty member supported dropping the Public Speaking core requirement was a feeling that
most majors have adopted
what may be called
"speaking across the curriculum." We debated at
considerable length
whetherthis was the same
as a professionally taught
course in public speaking and agreed that it is
not. On the other hand, we also
agreed that a concerted effort to
engage students in on-going oral
presentation could be an effective
alternative.

1, for one, am encouraged
by the student reaction to
the core revision, not
because I think it is correct
but because it reflects
concern and involvement.
way I read his text) from the revised
core, he goes on to challenge faculty to develop courses that involve
greater student participation in their
design. He argues that we ought to
be focusing on "Empowerment
Skills," by which I take him to
mean courses focused on developing students' sense of self-worth
and confidence of expression.
Epler's goals are lofty and his ideals interesting; implementation on

particular need to take it.
I, for one, am encouraged by the
student reaction to the core revision, not because I think it is correct
but because it reflects concern and
involvement. I would be happy to
discuss the revisions with any student or group that wants further
information, to hear this faculty's
logic for supporting the revision, or
to engage in constructive dialog
about how the curriculum can be
further strengthened. I would urge
Mike Raub and students who share
his concern about faculty goals and
consideration to engage faculty in
dialog, to challenge and seek answers. I hope that Thomas Epler
will continue to push for student
involvement in curricular matters,
to perhaps seek the Academic Council student seat, and to encourage
other students to do likewise. As
Mao Zedong wrote, "Revolution is
healthy." It's complacency and lack
of involvement that leads to decay.
Sincerely,

Moreover, I reiterate that Public
Speaking will not be dropped from
the curriculum, that some majors
have considered making it a major
requirement, and that all faculty
are ready to advise students with

Hugh R Clark
Associate Professor of History

TheCave
Well, it's about this time every
school year that we know the end
is within reach, and we can see it
on the horizon. For some of us,
we hate to see it coming, because
we dread going home to spend a
summer working, and living with
our parents and their 10:00 curfews. For others, we love to see
the end of the year, because it
means no more classes, vacations can begin, and we have a
three month break from much of
the bullshit that resides in
Collegeville. Whatever our emotions might be, it is a time for
reflection.
This past school year has been
another fine adventure into the
fimtasy world of Ursinus College. We have partied together,
played together, fought together,
and added another eight or nine

months of "the college experience" to our lives. New friendships were formed, and bad ones
were broken off. We, or our
friends, have fallen in and out of
love; for some it was two or three
times in one night, for others
there were long lasting, meaningful relationships. We have all
shared something in common in
that we are all members of one
tight, little community, be it good
or bad.
For this year's freshmen, it was
the first taste of something other
than the comfy shelter of your
parents' house. You were told it
was time to grow up and leave the
nest, but then you were welcomed
back each time you needed laundry done, bank accounts replenished, or just someone to show
you that they care. You met new

people, of all shapes and sizes,
and for the most part, you learned
what being an adult is, even if
you don't practice it.
For the seniors, you are getting
ready to bid adieu to the place
that has been your home for the
past four or five years. You must
once again leave the family you
have come to form to head out
into uncertainty, and the rest of
your lives. You have finally
succeeded in surviving everything
that any professor or teacher has
thrown at you for the past fifteen
years, and you've come out a
better person for it.
Ursinus has seen quite a few
new faces this year, as well as
quite a few changes. From the
start of the year, we knew the
campus was up against things
such as changes in pledging poli-

cies, and the search for a new
President. Well, most of this
year's candidates have survived
their month or so of "bonding"
with the elder members of their
frat or sorority, and we have a
new President, who is promising
to change some things for the
better. We all had to go through
the process of watching our faculty try to find a new core for us,
and try to figure out just what it
was exactly. We have survived
those arguments and debates and
the campus is ready for something even betternext year. We've
learned that some of our most
beloved professors won't be joining us for another year in the fall,
and we miss those, like Tom
Whelan, who have not only inspired us to learn, but have proven
themselves friends as well.

It is time to brush up on what
we have learned and prepare to
meet ourselves head on in our
final exams. After that, we go
our seperate ways, pondering
what the next year will bring. I
personally am looking forward
to the summer, but I will miss my
friends as well. I am also looking
forward to next year, and the
wonderful things that will happen then. The future hold unlimited promise, and even though we
can guess what it holds, we still
have to go where the day takes us.
Good luck on all finals, have
a great summer, and I hope to see
you all next year!

-- Captain Jack
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Features
What's Up in Wellness

Recycling at Ursinus

Wellness Require~ Positive Attitude and Lifestyle
What you can do to help the environment
BY NICOLE D'ORSANEO
Of The Grizzly
the more you recycle. Clean white
paper is collected in the computer
labs of Olin and the Library. We
This being the 25th Anniversary all print out several copies of our
of Earth Day, I would like to take paper-next time just throw the
the opportunity to remind Usrinus unsused copies into the recycling
of the recycliung program on cam- bins-not the trash can.
I would also like to comment on
pus. Ursinus can recycle aluminum, glass, plastic, and clean white the recycling bins. On the outside
paper. There are bins placed of the container it usually states
throughout the campus for the col- what recyclabes can be collected
lection of these recyclables. This in the bin. These containers are
program can only be successful if not glorifed trash cans. Any recyeveryone participates. Many times clable material thrown into these
its easier to throw everything away containers contaminate the
in the nearest trash can rather than recyclables and the entire collecto search out a recycling container, tion must be thrown away. To
but the program can nopt be effec- prevent contamination, please onI y
tive ifonly a small percentage ofthe throw the designated recyclables
campus participates. The next time into these containers.
To make the recycling program
you have a soda can, a plastic bottle,
or glass container, don't throw it in work here at Ursinus, we need
the trash, rather carry it to the near- everyene's help. With a little exest recycling bin. Some of the resi- tra effort, a greater amount of redence halls and houses do not have cyclable material can be collected;
~ecycling bins, but recyclabes can and with added respect and conbe brought to Wismer where there cern for the bins, less of the mateare many recycling containers. Just rial will be contaminated and
bring your plastic, glass, and alu- thrown away. Please help us to
minum with you when you come to support and expand this program
Wismer for meals. I realize it may by recycling all of your plastic,
be out of the way, but once you glass, aluminum, and white pamake the initial effort, it becomes per.
less of a hassle and more of a habit

BY ANNE-MARIE PARKER
Of the Environmental Club

Since this is the last issue of
The Grizzly for the semester,
'Sgt. Grizz and the Security
Officers would like to wish you
the best of luck with finals. We
hope that you have a great
summer, and we look forward to
seeing the returning students and
incoming freshmen next semester.
! 0 the graduating seniors,
congratulations! It's been a great :
: four years. We wish you
the best!
.:
;.;

Some people believe that if they

run three miles a day five times a
week, they will be adequately fit.
But, suppose that these individuals
also smoke a pack of cigarettes a day,
do not eat nutritious foods, and drink
every night. Their total well-being
would be at risk. Just being physically fit is not being well; one physical activity does not compensate for
bad habits. A "well" person must
work hard for this status. Wellness is
an attitude and a lifestyle. It is the
constant and deliberate effort to stay
healthy and achieve the highest potential for well-being. Good fitness
by itselfwill not always decrease the
risk for disease and ensure better
health. Wellness requires a balance
among six domains: physical, mental, spiritual, emotional, occupational, and social well-being. You
must first determine what is detrimental to your health, then implement positive programs to change
that negative behavior. It is important to incorporate physical fitness,

proper nutrition, stress management, disease prevention, spirituality, smoking cessation, substance
abuse control, and health education.
The benefits derived from participating in a wellness and fitness
program are tremendous. It improves and strengthens the cardiovascular system. It helps maintain
the recommended body weight. It
decreases the risk for chronic diseases. It improves self-esteem and
morale, thus reducing depression.
Most importantly, it improves your
quality oflife. When you feel good
about yourself, other also feel the
same about you because of the attitude you project.
Here are some tips to improve
your health and total well-being.
First, participate in a lifetime exercise program. An exercise program should last at least thirty minutes and be performed three to five
times each week. Stretching exercises should be performed before
and after the workout to achieve
maximum results. Second, do not
smoke. Third, you must eat right.

Avoid foods that are high in sugar,
fat, and sodium. Fourth, maintain
your recommended body weight.
This prevents some chronic diseases and helps to prevent other
complications such as back problems and diabetes. Fifth, get sufficient rest. The recommended
amount of sleep is seven to eight
hours each night. Sixth, be wary of
alcohol. Drink only moderate
amounts of alcohol; excessive use
can lead to cirrhosis of the liver,
stomach ulcers and a greater risk
for liver cancer, not to mention
bringing problems and overdoses.
Seventh, surround yourself with
"healthy" friendships- people who
have a positive outlook on life.
Finally, implement personal safety
procedures such as wearing your
seat belt in the car.
I hope you keep these concepts
in mind. Remember, be well in
every aspect of your life and make
a constant effort for this goal. These
are my words of wisdom to the
students of Ursinus.

The Costa Rica Experience
BY ALICIA DARBY
Co-Features Editor

slides and shared some anecdotes
about his travels. This is the dry
season in the rain forest, so it was
If you asked your friends what . not as hot and dreary as he exthey did overthis past Spring Break,
pected. He told us about the local
the most common response was
fauna, such as vampire bats, huge
"sleep." If you ask Dr. Robert
spiders, and noisy primates and
Dawley the same question, you may
described some of the prospective
be surprised, and possibly intrigued
projects the students will work on.
by his response. Dr. Dawley spent
He also compared his tour of the
the break in Costa Rica surveying a
rain forest to the first of the Bio 111
plot of rain forest owned by Ursinus
labs. "It was worse than Bio boot
graduate, Gary Gilbert, class of camp... You really have to watch
1977. His goal was to see ifthe land
which trees you grab." However,
is fit to run a two week intensive
not every picture contained exotic
rain forest biology course in Januwildlife. There were a few disturbary.
ing slides ofthe increasing deforesDr. Dawley returned with doztation. This area of rain forest in
ens of slides of the area. In a
Costa Rica is considered prime
Biology Common Hour presentabeach front property by many U.S.
tion on March IS, he showed the

real estate agents because it lies on
the Pacific coast. It is a wonderful
location to build a five-star hotel
with an eighteen hole golf course,
at the expense of the native vegetation and animals.
The course that Dr. Dawley will
teach will run from January 2-16,
1996. It seems to be a popular
alternative to the typical biology
lab courses held here. Thirty students applied for the course, and
the eighteen seniors that applied
were let in. "I hope that it will run
in future Januarys as well," said
Dr. Dawley. "If there is interest
among humanities and social science majors, I'd be happy to consider a non-bio-major version of
the course."
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Travel Opportunities
Offer "Escape" from
Ursinus Campus
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Features
New House to
Focus on Unity and
Diversity
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Alpha Kappa
Delta to Form

Hi, I'm Vince Kasper. I'm a
freshman and I'm trying to start an
academic/service/social Greek organization for both men and women.
BY NISHA RUCH
The Unity House plans to have Our purpose is to get students more
O/The
Grizzly
certain events for times of celebra- involved in campus life, to improve
as you would at UC, but you also
BY VICTORIA BENNISON
tion for all cultures. There are other GPA ' s and study skills, to unite
get an internship. You go to class
Special to The Grizzly
This fall there will be a new special cultural places on this campus, and
for three day and work at your
students wi th common interests and
Have you ever wanted to get away placement for two. You might interest house opening, The Unity The Unity House does not intend to to foster a sense of community
House.
This
house
will
provide
a
from the Ursinus Campus? Not just even get to rub shoulders with the
take away from their efforts but to through service projects.
for a night, day or weekend but a politically famous. Another pro- greater opportunity to celebrate di- add to them. In an ever-changing
The organization will be called
whole semester? I wanted to and gram like the Washington Se- versity on campus. Most likely, Stu- world, it is important to know and Alpha Kappa Delta.
did. I spent the fall semester of my mester is right down Interstate 76 dio Cottage will be the site. Upstairs understand about all types of people.
So far, about sixty students -will be some residential rooms, and The Unity House hopes to help inJunior year in Japan. I went on the in Philadelphia.
freshmen, sophomores and juniors
If you just cannot pull yourself downstairs will be a common room. corporate that knowledge and un- -- have expressed interest in join"sister school program" to Tohoku
Gakuin University in Sendai, Ja- away from Reimert nightlife but This lounge area will be full of paint- derstanding into the campus and ing. The officers have been sepan. I received fifteen credits, want an internship experience, ings' scupltures, other types of community.
lected, and we are in the process of
brushed up on my Japanese and got then the Philadelphia Center is artwoks, music, literature, etc. This
If you are interested in living choosing members to head comfor you. You get credit by taking lounge area will be available for events there next year, please pick up an mittees. Two faculty members -to enjoy lots of raw fish .
So the raw fish thing isn't for a couple of courses and then are sponsored by any organization, but application TODAY in the Resi- Drs. Lynn Thelen (German) and
you, but you still want to get away? placed in an internship fitting also, it's another lounge to hang-out dence Life Office. If you are inter- Paul Stem (politics) -- hve been
Well, there are lots of opportunities your interests. With over 600 in and to browse at everything. We ested in helping the Unity House gracious enough to serve as advifor UC students to go abroad. There internships available the choices would like to encourage people or get started for next fall, please con- sors.
organizations to lend artwork or cul- tact me at x3252 .
are even programs for those who do are plentifuI.
Although our main thrust is acaI am sure some of you science tural music to the common area.
not want to leave the good 01' U.S.
demic, there is still a social element
majors are thinking that you could
ofA.
to this organization. We will have
In addition to the TGU sister never do this. Not true. There are
formals and an occasional party.
school program, there is also a sis- just as many opportunities for Bio
We will not ask for a suite in
ter school program at the majors as there are for Politics
Reimert, but we will try to get a
Universidad de las Americas-Puebla majors. I am also sure that there
house in the future.
in Cholula, Mexico. If you are not are many of you saying that these
I want to thank all those who
into Japanese or Spanish, you could options are too expensive. Not
have supported us in our efforts,
go to a variety of countries in Eu- true. Many of these programs
particularly Drs. Thelen and Stem,
rope. Many students have gone to allow you to pay the same as what
and Ursinus' new president, Dr.
France, Germany and England,just you are paying at UC. Many offer BY ELIZABETH CULLEN
Each punch, kick, and escape was John Strassburger.
to name a few, and there have even scholarships. These programs Special To The Grizzly
practiced repeatedly and conunitBefore this semester ends, AKO' s
been those students who were will- want good students and the people
ted to muscle memory.
officer's would like to meet with
involved
with
the
programs
are
ing to brave the eighteen hour plane
Many of you have missed a great
The last day of class consisted of anyone interested in joining. We
ride to Australia. If that is still not there to help you.
opportunity, but don't worry. You what is called "Realistic Simula- will announce that date within the
So, now is the time to go to your can make up forit next semester. I'm tion" . This is when the instructor,
enough, you could do the Semester
next week or so.
at Sea. You donn room is on a ship advisor and tell him or her you talking about the RAD self-defense Officer Paul Smith of Ursinus SeIfyou have any suggestions, comand your classroom is the next port- want to get off the UC campus. course. RAD, Rape Aggression De- curity, tests your new skills by atments or questions, or if you' re
of-ca11. Many students have thought The best time to go is during your fense, is a program designed to allow tacking each student in three differinterested injoining, please contact
of their semester away as one of sophomore, junior or the first se- any woman to survive an attack. The ent scenarios. If you can get out the
one of the following: Vince Kasper
their best learning experiences. You mester of your senior year. Any- program is based upon the idea of a door, you pass. And, frankly, if you
x3148, Eric Bohn x3294, Ryan
get to study different cultures, travel, time is a good time; just get your triangle of aggression consisting of can get away from Officer Smith in
Rhodes x0315, James Toh x3267,
meet new people,learn languages act together and do it. Besides attacker, opportunity, and victim. If all his layers of RoboCoplNinja
Heidi McMichael x3571 .
and try new foods. Sometimes the having the experience of a life- any of these is missing, an attack Turtle padding, a mere mortal attime under your belt, itlooks good cannot occur.
food is even better than Wismer.
tacker should pose little problem.
Looking to Adopt
Ifyou are not keen on the foreign on your resume. So go ahead and
One half of each two hour class
No matter what you look like or
Happily
married, financially
thing you can head down to Wash- take on the world. By the way, during the first three weeks was de- how old you are, chances are that
secure couple seeking to
ington D.C. to American Univer- stay away from the raw sea ur- voted to increasing our awareness of you will need to defend at some
adopt newborn. Legal and
sity for the Washington Semester. chin.
our surroundings, and, thereby mak- point in your life. The RAD proIn this program you receive credit
confidential. Able to help
ing us more alert to possible prob- gram gives you the options that can
lems and taking away much of the tum fear into anger and anger into
with medical and/or birth
opportunity for attack. The rest of the power to protect yourself. Oh,
related expenses.
the time was spent learning simple and beating up on Paul is great
Richard and Susan
A Special Thanks to Ursinus Professor
and effective methods of defense. stress relief.

Rape Agression Defense
Teaches Valuable
Self-Defense Techniques

Tom Whelan, for teaching us the true
meaning of education:
"(That which) gives a man a clear conscious view of
• own opinions and judgments, a truth in developing them, an eloquence in expressing them, and a
force in urging them."
- John Heruy Newman

OF LUCK. IN ALL FUTURE ENDEAVORS!

1-800-579-8338

Although this may be a bit overdue, FURMAN would like to express his sincerest thanks to all the
wonderful individuals who were able to attend his April 8th Salute to Tau Sig. A special thanks also goes
to the few individuals who, for whatever reason, were unable to attend, but still contributed financially to
the event. Thus far, $1300 has been raised for charity, making this year the best Salute to Tau Sig evert
Finally I would like to personally thanks the following individuals for making things run so smoothly:
Heather Leach, Jaime DuBois, Gayle Gawlowski, Kate Laubach, John Derderian and friends, Mike
Farrand, Tricia Slane, Joanna Dorris, Michelle Derderian and, of course, Tau Sigma Gamma.
With fondest fur-free wishes,

FURMAN
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A&E
Movie Mania: ",illicit

BY COLIN TUCKER
Arts and Entertainment Editor
In this final Movie Mania of the
year, here is a preview of this
summer' s movies, and how I think
they will fare at the box office.

Crimson Tide- Release Date: May
12. A submarine captain (Gene
Hackman) receives orders to launch
a nuclear missile, but because one
can't exactly keep up with what's
going on in the world in the middle
of the Atlantic 10,000 feet underwater, the first officer (Denzel
Washington) advises the captain to
think twice before he kills billions
of people. Strengths: The previews looked great and suspenseful, and the star power of Hackman
and Washington also helps. Weaknesses: It looks as if it steals a few
tricks from The Hunt For Red October, and will probably not have
much appeal to women. Prediction: Expect this film to make
around $80 million.
Die Hard With A Vengeance- Release Date- May 26. Bruce Willis
is back as supercop John McClane

I' ,h, s"",,,,,,

in his hometown of New York. In
the Die Hard tradition, the preview featured explosions aplenty.
Samuel L. Jackson plays his partner.
Strengths: Many. The
stars-- Willis is still basking in
Pulp Fiction fever, as is the rapidly rising star Jackson. John
McTiernan, the director of the
original Die Hard, the greatest
action movie of all time, and one
of the greatest films of all time,
returns to direct the threequel
(Renny Harlin directed Die Hard
2) and the result will probably be
impressive. Some of the stunts in
the movie looked unbelievable.
Weaknesses: People could say
"Enough, already!" and be fed up
with the series. "How could the
same thing happen to the same
guy three times!" Again, this film,
along with most other action films,
may have a hard time appealing to
women. Prediction- An easy $110
million.

Batman Forever- Release Date:
June 16. The Bat is back, but Val
Kilmer now dons the tights after
Michael Keaton quit because he
was "overshadowed by the villains"

in the first two movies. Joining the
Caped Crusader are Jim Carrey as
the RiddIer, Tommy Lee Jones as
Two-Face, Chris O'Donnell as
Robin, and Nicole Kidman as
BatrnaniBruce Wayne's love interest. Strengtbs- Where should I begin? Firstand foremost, Jim Carrey's
name in the credits will make the
movie an automatic $150 million,
no matter how bad the movie is. If
crap like Dumb and Dumber can
make $100 million,just imagine what
a potentially good story like this can
do. Nicole Kidman, Tommy Lee
Jones, and Chris O'Donnell (just
recently boosted by the sleeper hit
Circle of Friends) will also be a big
help. The bat suit looks meaner and
badder than ever before, and Robin
even looks intimidating. "Holy
where-the-hell-did-my-obnoxiousred-and-fluorescent-green-suit-go,
Batman!" Weaknesse~ Some people
may not like the departure ofMichael
Keaton from the movies, although I
personally think that it will be an
asset, because Val Kilmer is a much
better actor. Tim Burton, director of
the first two movies, also split. Burton did an excellent job giving the
first two Batman movies a dark and

Don't miss the
Concert Band and
Jazz Ensemble
BY COLIN TUCKER
Arts and Entertainment Editor
On Saturday, April 29 at 8 p.m.,
The UrsinusConcert Band and Jazz
Ensembles will appear in concert at
the Bomberger Auditorium. The
ensembles are under the direction
of Anthony DJ. Branker, assistant
professor of music and chairperson
of the music department.
The concert band will perform an
encore presentation of Morton
Gould's "American Salute," which
is a piece consisting of variations
on the Revolutionary War song
"When Johnny Comes Marching
Horne." They will also perform
William Schuman's "When Jesus
Wept," John Philip Sousa's "The
Fairest of the Fair" march, Percy
Grainger's "Irish Tune From
County Derry" and "Shepherd's
Hey," and "Jupiter: The Bringer of
Jollity," from Gustav Holst's The
Planets.

The highlight of the Jazz
Ensemble's performance will be
vocalist Christina Dappollone, as
she performs her beautiful renditions of the jazz standards "GeorgiaOnMy Mind" and "It'sOoly A
Paper Moon."
The Jazz
Ensemble's performance will also
include Bob Mintzer's unique upbeat samba aIyangement of Glenn
Miller's "Moonlight Serenade,"
and Matt Harris' "The Last Dive,"
a driving rock shuffle that was
originally performed by the
Maynard Ferguson band in 1984.
The ensemble will also play Benny
Golson's "Killer Joe," and "Blues
in Hoss Flat" from the Count Basie
Orchestra'slibrary. "BluesinHoss
Flat" will feature many different
soloists throughout the band.
The concert will begin at 8 p.m.
and is expected to end by9:30, and
therefore will not interfere with
the They Might Be Giants concert at 10 p.m. on the same night.
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sinister look. However, I think new
director Joel Schumacher (The C/ient) will adequately fill Burton's
shoes. Also, the movie may become
too cluttered, because there are too
many main characters. PredictionThis will be the biggest hit of the
summer, grossing atleast $200 million.

Pocahontas- Release Date: June
28. This summer's Disney animated movie recounts the legend in
American history about a young
Native American woman who falls
in love with Captain John Smith,
who was part of a group of people
who wished to establish a colony.
Strengths- Music by Alan Menken,
who wrote the incredibly good music from A laddin (Although I must
admit that the song I heard on the
preview was BORRRRING), and
the simple fact that it is a Disney
animated movie. Weaknesses: The
preview just did not blow me away
like the clip I saw from the beginning of The Lion King prior to its
release. I do not think kids will take
very well to American history, especially when compared to an exotic fairy tale like Aladdin, or cute,

cuddly animals in The Lion King.
Also, If the movie follows history
accurately, it will break Disneyc:on.
vention and have a sad ending.
Prediction- I do think this movie
will be successful because of the
Disney name, but its gross will Dot
come close to the money making
machines of Aladdin and The Lion
King. Expect about $150 million.

Movie quote ofthe week- ThefinaI
quote of the year, "Have a good
time. And don't forget to fasten
your condom ... Seatbelt!" wasidentified by Mike Tucci. It was fiom
Father ofthe Bride, and was said by
Mr. Banks (Steve Martin). Stay
tuned next year, because each week's
movie quote winner will be entered
into a random drawing for a yet-tobe-deterrnined prize at the end of
next year. I would like to thank
everyone who reads this column,
and I hope all of you enjoy reading
it as much as I enjoy writing it I
look forward to doing more reviews
next year. Until then, best of luck
on finals, and have a nice, relaxing
summer.

Comedian Rich
RaDlirez Delivers
BY DOMINIC BUI
Special to the Grizzly

women was a favorite topic of the
audience. He also pointed out how
women always go to the bathroom
in groups. (Why is that?)
Ramirez also recreated his trip
on a cruise. He kidded that the
toilets on the ship had a suction
mechanism and that it would always give him a hickey the size of

Comedians do not come to Ursinus as frequently as they used to. It
is even less frequent to get one
that's funny. The planets must
have been aligned correctly on
Thursday night at 9:00 p.m. The
crowd that dropped by to
see Rich Ramirez was
treated to an outrageousl y
funny show in the Wismer
Lower Lounge.
Ramirez opened the act
with a sing-along ofsome
songs from the '50's.
After this warm-up routine, he proceeded to entertain the a frisbee. He gotthe crowd roaring
students with his witty humor and when he performed a unique veruncanny impersonations. Ramirez sion of the song "Under the Sea"
chose a variety of topics to joke from the Disney movie The Little
about, including how men never Mennaid. His version had Sebastian
ask for directions. He said that the the crab as a New York taxicab
fact that men never ask for direc- driver who keeps his gun "Under
tions is the reason that Moses was the Seat".
lost in the desert for 40 years. The
On the topic of sex, he encourdifferences between men and aged sexually active students to

practice safe sex. On that note, be
pointed out how he accidentally
confused a package of Atka-Seltzer with a condom (use your imagi.
nation). His impersonationsofIfaI..
ians, Japanese, and Indians, weN
nothing short of hilarious. Tbe
crowd was not offended because it
was all done in good fun.
Ramirez closed the shoW
by inviting Denelle
a lucky freshman, on
She had a very "hands
role (Ask her about
Overall,theshowwas
rageously entAertainilllg.

"Overall, the show was
outrageously entertaining. "

you
act on Thursday, you
have a chance to catch his
next year. Since Ramirez was
last comedian of the semester,
campus will have to wait until
fall for more comedians to
Until then, remember that
ter is the best medicine."

©

©

©
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Internships
Galore
The only way to find internships is
through research. There are some great
sources of information, but probably
the most thorough is THE
PRINCETON REVIEW ACCESS
GUIDE TO AMERICA'S TOP 100
INTERNSHIPS, by Mark Oldman and
Sarner Hamadeh (Villard Books, $17).
Based on thousands of surveys, hundreds of interviews. and scores of workplace and campus visits, it profiles the
100 businesses/organizattons offering
the best internship programs in the
country. Collectively, they offer 13,000
internshIp positions for college, graduate, and high school students.
Grounded on more than 1,200 intcrviews with recent and past interns, the
book describes internships in business,
advertising. entertainment, journalism,
sports, public service, science, and other
career fields.
Opportunities range from working at
the White House to the National Basketball Association or "Forty Acres and
A Mule Filmworks," film-maker Spike
Lee's company. Each entry presents a
profile on the business/organization and
a sidebar showing the important scoop
on: selectivity (position vs. applicants),
compensation ($0-$1,000 a week), quality of life, location, and application
requirements .
The authors even go as far as providing a "busywork meter," indicating the
level of menial tasks the internship
may involve.
Back-of-the-book indexes guide the
reader to internships by: location (stateby-state), fields (from accounting to
zookeeping), features (compensation,
prospects for permanent employment,
quality of life), perks (company car,
travel expenses, etc.), and application
requirements and deadlines.

Features

Politics COlTIes to
Ursinus
BY NICOLE D'ORSANEO
O/the Grizzly
Ellen A. Harley, a visiting professor, held the course Women In
American Politics this Spring Semester. The focus of our course was
to discuss the roles women play in
politics and ways to get involved
from fund-raising to campaigning.
Besides receiving book knowledge,
we have been exposed to many influential individuals in the political
arena -- among them George Dean,
Ann Anstine, and Marjorie
Margolies-Mezvinsky. Each exceptional speaker encouraged the class
to participate in politics and run for
office regardless of our gender.
George Dean is founder and executive director of"50/50 by 2000",
a bipartisan, nonprofit organization
whose goal is to have "50% women!
50% men at all levels of government, as well as equal representation
for women in leadership roles in all
areas of society by the year 2000."
Prior to his involvement in this group,
Dean was in advertising for 35 years.
The advertisment agency was composed of 50% women, while their
board of directors was comprised of
20% women. Women in the agency
experienced equality because Dean
thinks an idea has no gender. However. George Dean believes there are
three problems to face. The first is

the power of incumbency and their
highly developed and skilled staff.
Second. there seems to be a lack of
passion for equality. And third,
there is a bias among men and
women equally against voting for
a female candidate, fearing that
she won't be capable. "50/50 is not
a quota, it is a symbol of equality."
The Hon. Marjorie MargoliesMezvinsky, former U.S. Congresswoman, addressed the class on
April 18. She spoke of her term in
Congress as being the "best school
she had ever been to." She felt
there are many advantages and
disadvantages to being a female
candidate. "Many see female candidates as being less abusive of
their office and spending more
money on family issues and education. But then again, you are
viewed as an outsider and, because
you are a female, soft on crime."
Margolies-Mezvinsky addressed
the "vote" for Clinton's Budget
Plan that cost her re-election for a
second term in Congress. "I would
not do it any other way. I did what
I thought was right, it was a hard
thing to do." One audience member congratulated Mezvinsky for
"being a leader and nota follower."
And that is exactly what she is-- a
leader who wants to energize students to get involved in politics.

$100 in Scholarship Awards!
Take 10 minutes out of your busy summer schedule and write up a ten minute
oral report on a topic of interest (i.e. Sports, Politics, Fashion, Science,
Literature, etc.). Reports will be used for educational television programming.
Those reporters selected for broadcast will have their names appear in television
production credits.

First Place: $50

Second Place: $30

Third Place: $20

"10 Minute Scholarship"
P.O. Box 184
Collegeville, PA 19426
Scholarships awarded September 31 st, 1995
(Sponsored by Dutch Moyer)

Enter early, often and be a Winner!
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Volleyball Team
Seeks Players
New head volleyball coach Lisa
Cornish is seeking players.lfthere
are any women interested in volleyball that missed the team's recent meeting, please contact Coach
Cornish at extension 2103 .
Cornish was named coach of
the Bears' volleyball team in March.
One of the most successful basketball coaches in Ursinus history,
Cornish will take over the volleyball program in the fall.
"Lisa has outstanding credentials in volleyball, as she does basketball, and we are pleased she has
decided to accept this added responsibility," Athletic Director
Randy Davidson said. "Lisa has
done an excellent job in recruiting
and in elevating our women's basketball program to a higher level.

Weare confident she will do the
same with the volleyball program."
Cornishcoachedvolleyballfrom
1983 to 1987 at Bishop Kenrick
High School. She has taught volleyball classes at Ursinus the past
three years.
Cornish played volleyball and
basketball at Villanova. While her
basketball accomplishments are
more widely known, she was named
the Whelan & Whelan Volleyball
Player of the Year as a senior.
Cornish has posted a 133-95
record in nine seasons as Ursinus
basketball coach. She has led the
Bears to a40-II mark the past two
seasons, including their first-ever
Centennial Conference basketball
title and NCAA playoff berth this
year.

BRAVO PIZZA
Trappe Shopping Center
(Next to Clemens)

CHOOSE A

rJr

BRAva

2 Medium pizzas and your choice of
8 Buffalo Wings or 5 Chicken Fingers

#2

12 Buffalo Wings, Onion Rings or French
Fries, 5 Chicken Fingers,S Mozzerella $9.50
Sticks, and 1 Liter Bottle of Soda

#3

Any 20 Inch Sandwich and I Liter
BOht_ of Soda

$7.25

#4

Large 16" Pizza

$6.99

#5
#6

Medium 12" Pizza

$4.99

12" Sandwich and Medium Soda

$4.49

$10.99

Free Delivery
No Minimum Required
MOD-Sat 4-9
Sunday 3-8

The Ursinus women's lacrosse
team moved into sole possession of
second place in the Centennial Conference, and stayed alive for an
NCAA playoff bid, with an 11-8
win over Franklin & Marshall on
April 22. Ursinus led 4-16:21 before the intennission, and held a 94 lead with 12:47 to play. F&M
scored three straight to close to
within two, 9-7, with 8:06 left. But
the Diplomats would get no closer.
Spring-Ford grad Amy Landis
led Ursinus (8-1, 10-4) with four
goals and an assist. She scored the
Bears' first three goals. Jen Howe
added three goals and two assists,
while Kris Algeo scored two goals .

BRAVO PIZZA
if 489-4271

and assisted on another. Amy
Minnich and Meme Hamlin both
scored one goal, with Minnich also
addingan assist.
UrsinusoutshotF&M30-19.Kim
Ryan saved II shots on goal for the
Bears.
On April 20, Ursinus, ranked15th
in the United States Women's Lacrosse Association (USWLA) poll,
lost 21-5 to top-ranked Trenton
State. Trenton State scored 10 unanswered goals to overcome a 2-1
deficitandbeatthei3earsinthenonconference match.
On April 18, Ursinusralliedfrom
a 7-5 halftime deficitto defeat host
Swarthmore, 13-11, in a conference

April 25,

1995

match.
Missy Myers scored with 9:13
remaining and gave the Bears the
lead for good, 12-11. Howe led
Ursinus with five goals. Landis
scored three goals, while Minnich
added two, and Michelle Derderian,
Hamlin, and Myers each had one.
Derderian had three assists, while
Hamlin, Myers and Judy Marcus
all had one.
Swarthmore outshot Ursinus 3424. Kim Ryan stopped 15 shots in
goal for the Bears.
On April 15, Johns Hopkins upended Ursinus 12-6 and took c0ntrol of the conference title race.

l.,..:.:.=:.=..::=.::.:...:...:...------=--.----....:.------------==------:=-=-_

Men's Track lleams Gear Up
Tennis
For Conference Meet
Team On
A Roll
The men's and women's track
teams continue to tune up for the
May 5-6 Centennial Conference
championship meet at F&M. On
April 19, the Bears hosted Delaware Valley and Haverford. The
women defeated DeI.Val. 56-18,
but fell to Haverford, 85-56.
Sammantha Caggiano was a quadruple winner for the Bears. She
placed first in the 100 hurdles with
a time of : 17.2, she also won the
high jump with a leap of 4-feet-l O.
Caggiano also won the triple and
long jumps.
April Brown won the javelin and

DEAL ~

#1

Deliveries P.~¥G&i1able

Sports
Lacrosse Team Stays
Alive For, Playoff Bid

the discus, while RacheUe Pecovsky
won the shot put and placed seCODd
in the discus. The Bears' Ellaua
Rodriguez was second in the triple
jump.
Haverford won the men's meet
89-53 over Del. Val., and 89-37
over Ursinus.
Troy Gehret won the javelin aod
high jump to lead Ursinus. Malt
Caia placed first in the 400 hurdles,
while Kevin Stratton was seCODd.
Stratton also placed second in the
110 hurdles. Eric Widmaier was
second in the 400 meters.

Ursinus defeated host
Muhlenberg, 4-3, in a Centennial
Conference match on April 19 . Matt
-Ciesinski won a three-hour match
at number one-singles to clinch the
win for the Bears. Ciesinski dropped
the first set in a tiebreaker, 6-7 (47). After he battled back to take the
second set, 6-2, Ciesinski was down
three match points but came back ~.:2!~~::':~='=.:!.:.:=::'==-____________
to break serve and win the set, 7-5,
and take the match.
Jed Levitas won the number-two
singles match, 6-4, 6-4. Matt Ung
was a 3-6,6-3,6-1 winner at number three. And Josh Hartle won the
number-four singles match, 6-2, 61.
The Bears followed that win with
a 4-3 win over Albright on Apri121.
Levitas was a 6-2, 6-2 winner at
number two, Hartle took the number-five match 6-0, 6-0, and Mike
Gamble was a 7-5,6-7 (4-7), 6-1
winner at number-six. Levitas and
Ung won the number-one doubles
match, 8-5, and Frank Quigley and
Gamble were 8-3 winners in the
number-three doubles match.

All-Sports Reception
Set For May 1

The Annual Bruins Club All
Sports Banquet will be held on
Monday, May I at 7:30 p.m. in
Wismer lower lounge. The format
of the event has been changed to a
dessert social. Teams will gather
together before the most valuable
player and four-year awards are
presented.
The sports infonnation office
requests that all letter winners, who
will be returning next season, plan
to come to the social early to have

their potraits taken. The photogrt.
pher will be ready to take portraitl
beginning at 6:15 p.m. All retunling football players, men's adI
women's basketball players, aad
field hockey players must havethefr
portraits taken on May 1, or
will not appear in next
media guides and programs.
Questions regarding photo
or the awards social may be
rected to the sports info
office at ext. 2282.

Women's Tennis
The women's tennis team was
still looking for its first win of
the season, after a 1-8 loss to

Centennial Conference foe
WashingtononApril18.Heather
Williams was the lone winner

fortheBears. She won hers'
match, 7-6 (9-7), 6-1.
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Sports
Salllmartino Named
Player Of The Week
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Ursinus junior pitcher Kim
Sammartino was named the Centennial Conference Softball Player
of the Week for the period ending
April 16. Sammartino was the winning pitcher in all four games as
Ursinus posted a perfect week in
conference play. She compiled a
1.00 ERA with 19 strikeouts in 28
innings pitched. She led Ursinus to
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Cosgrove Named First
Team All-American
Senior Ellen Cosgrove has been
named a First Team All-American
by Women's DIll News, the national newsletter of Division III
women's basketball. Cosgrove joins
Emilie Hanson of Central College,
Katie Smith of Genesco College,
Arlene MeinholzofWisconsin-Eau
Claire, and Leslie Ferguson of
Redlands on the first team.
Cosgrove, who was recently

named to the College's chapter of
Phi Beta Kappa, was named a Second Team Academic All-American in March.
The ECAC and Centennial Conference Player of the Year,
Cosgrove is the all-time leading
scorer in Ursinus history with 1,878
points. She holds 14 Ursinus, and
10 Centennial Conference records.

3-2 and 4-1 wins over Gettysburg,
and 4-0 and 4-2 wins at Washington.
Sammartino was in the midst of
an outstanding season at the time.
As of April I? , she had set Ursinus
single-season records for wins (18),
complete games (20), strikeouts
(124) innings pitched (149) and
shutouts (5). Her overall ERA is
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1.69. Sammartino's strong play had
led the Bears to Ursinus records for
wins in a season (22), and consecutive wins (9).
Nicole Kiwak was named to the
conference's weekly honor roll.
Kiwak was 6-for-11 with a double,
triple, home run and three RBI.

Baseball Team Ties
Record For Wins
The baseball team overcame a four-run, first-inning
deficit
and
defeated
Dickinson, 13-9, in the first
game of a Centennial Conference doubleheader on April
22. The win was the Bears'
18th and tied the Ursinus
record for wins in a season set
last year.
Brian MeTear was 3-for-4

with two doubles, two RBI
and a run scored to lead the
Bears' 16-hit attack. He
doubled and scored a run in
the Bears' four-run fourth, in
which they took a 10-9 lead.
Dan Tomlinson was 3-for5 with a double and three
runs scored, while Joe Burke
was2-for-3 with two doubles
and three runs scored. Brian

McTear, Phil Mandato and
Mike Romello were a1l2-for4. MeT ear and Mandato both
stroked doubles, while
Romello scored two runs.
Daniel Boone's Bill Stiles was
I-for-2 with a double.
Ursinus entered last
Sunday's game against Western Maryland with an 18-11
record.

APHILLYFAN
BY JOEL SCHOFER
Assistant Sports Editor

drug tests while at the University of
Miami. Yeah, I said seven, and
that's six more than one.
And so Mr. Sapp drifted down
The retooling of the Philadelphia
Eagles took some dramatic turns ironically to the pick formerly held
during Saturday's NFL draft. The by the Eagles, as Tampa Bay
Eagles traded up, exchanging the snatched him up with the twelfth
12th pick in the draft and two sec- pick. Mr. Sapp, you went from one
ond round picks for Tampa Bay's of the first two picks to 12th in the
seventh pick, but surprised every- span of two weeks. Excellent work,
one by selecting Mike Mamula of but enough about him. What about
BostonCollegeinsteadofLombardi this Mike Mamula guy?
In college his 6'5", 248-pound
Trophy winner Warren Sapp.
Sapp, a defensive tackle from frame occupied the outside lineMiami University, was heralded as backer position as he recorded 13
the top defensive player in the draft, sacks in his senior season. He's
his name mentioned in the same described as an animal in the weight
breath as Jerome Brown and Cortez room and all of the other things you
Kennedy. That was until Mr. Sapp, want to hear, such as agile, quick,
knowing that he would be tested for etc. The man's a speed rusher
drugs, could no longer control the reminiscent of Charles Haley or
urge to "take a hit," and I mean a Junior Seau whose specialty is eating quarterbacks for lunch.
multi-million dollar hit.
What first interested Rhodes in
While one failed drug test certainly would have had a negative Mamula was an interview he had
effect on where he was taken in the with him during the scouting comdraft, it could have been from sec- bines. The interview went someODd hand smoke or a false positive thing like this:
IDd might not have been that big of
Rhodes: Son, in our division we
a deal.
Then carne draft day, with rumors play the Dallas Cowboys and
flying that Sapp had failed seven they've got this offensive lineman

named Eric William s who is throwing people around. What are you
going to do if you 're lined up opposite of this guy?
Mamula: Coach, I'll kick his behind. I'll kick his ass. The last
thing I'm worried about is someone
hurting me because I'll get in their
face and let them know who's in
charge!
At that moment Rhodes new that
Mamula was the player he wanted.
You heard Sapp' s name mentioned
often, but he was justa smokescreen.
Rhodes says Mamula is the one the
Eagles wanted all along. The man
is fast!
So how about the cornerback and
middle linebacker positions? Well,
after the completion of the third
round the Eagles hadn't picked a
middle linebacker. Rhodes obviously felt that none of them were
worth a third round pick, and why
pick one anyway? We've already
got a third round pick at middle
linebacker in Derrick Oden.
Cornerback is another matter all
together. Going into the draft the
number one rated cornerback was

Bobby Taylor, and at the moment
the name of his college escapes me .
Well, come the 50th pick he was
still on the board, with three
cornerbacks having being selected
before him .
The Eagles held the 53rd pick and
were salivating at the thought of
landing both Taylor and Mamula in
the same draft. There was even
some talk of taking Taylor with the
number twelve pick, but he wasn't
worth it and was more of a late first
round pick.
What did the Eagles do? They
waved bye-bye to Victor Bailey,
their talented third receiver, and
shipped him to the Kansas City
Chiefs for the 50th pick and Bobby
Taylor, the corner that Rhodes had
so coveted.
I don't really know too much
about him, except that he was an
All-American last year as a junior
and that he supposedly has a little
bit ofan attitude. Sorry, but you'll
have to live with the dearth of information.
After three rounds of the 1995
NFL draft, it is surrounded by the
usual questions and promises of
success.

Is Mamula big enough to be effective? Should the Eagles have
taken Sapp? Is there some reason
three comers were chosen before
Taylor? Is it his attitude?
But of course we hear that
Mamula's the second coming of
Lawrence Taylor and Bobby Taylor would have been a top ten pick
next year had he stayed in school.
No one knows for sure how these
players will turn out and only time
will tell, but there is one thing we
know for sure. The tandem of
Rhodes and Lurie aren't afraid to
deal in order to get what they want,
and their trades actuall y make sense.
As two final notes, the Eagles
shored up their backup quarterback
position by signing Rodney Peete
late Friday night, and for all of you
who are wondering why I'm still
writing about the Eagles when
baseball's beginning soon, I must
say that there are two reasons.
First, football is the new national
pastime. Second, I feel like it. But
don't worry, next week, after the
rosters are set, and yes, after the
season already has started, I'll write
my Phillies preview. Be patient.
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Sports
Softball Team
Plays HR Derby

Champions!
Softball Team Shares Centennial Title
Selena Trecroce 's two-run home
run in the last of the fifth inning
powered Ursinus (24-7, 12-2) to a
3-2 win in the opening game of a
Centennial Conference doubleheader with Western Maryland (l85, 12-2)on April 22, and gave the
Bears a share of the conference
title .
After Barb Golley singled home
Katie Polgar, who had doubled,
Trecroce ripped a long home run to
right center field and gave the Bears
the margin of victory. Western
Maryland had scored single runs in
the second and fourth innings to
take a 2-0 lead into the fifth .
Trecroce finished the game 2for-3 at the plate, as did Lori
Lennon. Katie Polgar and Barb

Golley were both 2-for-3.
Kim Sammartino picked up her
19th win ofthe year. She struck out
six, walked three, and allowed seven
hits.
The win was the Bears' teamrecord II th straight, and their 16th
straight at home . Those streaks,
however, were ended in the second
game of the doubleheader.
Ursin us stranded seven runners
in the nightcap and failed to score
in a 3-0 loss, which gave Western
Maryland the otherhalfofthe title .
The Bears loaded the bases in the
second inning, but a double play
killed the rally.
Trecroce, again, was 2-for-3,
while Polgar equaled her 2-for-4
effort of the first game. Annie

O 'Connor was 2-for-3. She ripped
a one-out triple in the sixth, but was
stranded.
Sandra Jolms scored two of Western Maryland's runs, including one
on a towering home run to right
field i the sixth inning.
Amy Allen surrendered eight hits
in picking up the win. Sammartino
went the distance and took the loss
for Ursinus.
The Bears played without the
services of leading hitter Nicole
Kiwak. Kiwak, who is batting .512,
was taking the Medical College
Aptitude Test (MCA
The Bears host Elizabethtown
on Thursday.

n.

The softball team accomplished
a rare home run feat in its 16-5 nonconference win over Eastern College on April 19. During a 10-run,
second-inning outburst, the Bears
hit a grand slam, a three-run home
run, a two run home run, and a solo
home run in that order.
Nicole Kiwak hit the grand slam
to left field. Chris Sofka later followed with the three-run homer to
left center. Loreen Bloodgood, batting for the second time in the inning, hit a two-run homer to right
center. The next batter, Katie
Polgar, belted a round tripper to
left.
An NCAA statistician was unable to confirm if the feat had occurred before. The association does
not keep statistics for home runs in
an inning. Eastern Connecticut State
College holds the NCAA Division

II & III records for seven home runs
in a game, set on April 12, 1988. ~
Four of those home runs came in
one inning. No Division III team
has hit five home runs in a game
since Millikin hit that many on
May 7, 1988.
Ursinus got its fifth home nmin
the third inning when Kiwak ledotr
with a solo homer. Kiwak, who
entered the game with a .494 batting average, was 3-for-3 with six
RBI and an Ursinus single-game
record nine total bases. The two
home runs in a game is also an
Ursinus record.
Polgar and Allison Snyder both
finished the game 2-for-4 with two
runs scored and one RBI.
Bloodgood, Barb Golley and
Michelle Morrell all finished 2for-2. Bloodgood and Morrell had
two RBI.

CHUCK'S WAGON
letters that pronounced correctly
resembles the sound of puke. Whalers? HKBSMADERI. The West
Well, well , well. Boo, hoo, hoo, has a heated race for the final spots
hoo . HeyGoddes: GONE. OUTTA between the Sharks, Kings, Jets,
HERE. SEE Y A, WOULDN'T ans Patriots. They're all mediocre
W ANNNA BE Y A. Montana is anyway and shouldn't be in the
outta here like last year, and then playoffs. And watch the Red Wings
y'all gottabelieve. Enoughhippop will get killed again.
Okay, but something related to
talk, for I speak in serious response
to Brad Goddes' threats concerning hockey was brought to my attenone, Joseph O. Montana. Sure, Joe tion earlier in the week. Here's the
Montana has retired. Now I'm not background. The last time we saw
going to go through all the reasons the Nordiques' Peter Forsberg on
because I've already proved that the ice at the same time as then
Dan Marino is a better quarterback. Ranger, now Canuck goalie, Corey
But I have to admit it. Joe Montana Hirsch was at the 1994 Winter
was a great quarterback. Then Olympics. Of course, in the last
again, I never said he wasn't. But round of the gold medal shootout,
just like everybody else, I will miss Forsberg scored on a change upthat ~ance that when the Chiefs like deak move, leaving Hirsch
are down by 6 against the Raiders looking very silly, and preswnably
with 1:54 left in the 4th quarter, and Hirsch felt shamed (That's from
Joe marches down the field and hits Slapshot). Then Sweden won the
Willie Davis with 6 seconds to go. gold as goalie Tommy Salo stopped
Montana certainly had the knack Paul Kariya. I think that's how it
for pulling out the game, but so did happened, but ~t reall y doesn't matScott Mangini when he was a foot- ter anyway.
ball player. Surrounded by an
Here's the deal . Sweden has isABUNDANCE of GREAT play- sued a stamp in commemoration of
ers, sure, his TEAM won 40 billion the gold medal that shows Forsberg
Super Bowls. But as a football fan scoring on the sprawled Hirsch. If
first, and a Dolphin fan second, I you've seen it, Hirsch does look
will miss seeing Joe Montana play really stupid. Well, Hirsch has
football. You happy now, Goddes? filed adefamation of character lawI'm really losing interest in hockey suit against the country of Sweden,
right now, what with the Rangers the neutral country of Sweden, citall but dead in the water. I really ing that moment being the worst in
can't sit here and tell you that I his life . Now here's the real deal:
think a team deserves to be in the Gary Rhodenbaugh is leaning toplayoffs if they can't finish in front wards Sweden's side. Okay, so I
ofthe Hartford Whalers. The Whal- said what if the new G stamp stood
ers incite that familiar jwnble of for Gary and showed Jack Clark
BY CHARLIE WEINGROFF
Sports Editor

~~~; ~~ ~8~~~~1~;~

plowing his ass over. Here's my
take: if the stamp bothers Hirsch,
don't run it. Me and Gary both
agreed that a lawsuit is a bit much,
but you need to ask yourself. What
if it was you and do fairy tales
reall y come true, and could it really
happen to you?
I've been making basketball predictions all year, I will stick with
The Magic. Big surprise. When
you can play 6 games over 0.500
for 20 games and you're still #1 in
the conference, you haven't missed
a step. Indiana will give people
trouble. The Knicks will not. I'm
not sure how the bracket will pan
out, but I sure hope that the Pacers
have the Bulls in the semis, and the
Magic get the B-League All-Stars.
In the West, I have to change from
the Suns to the Sonics. Without
Danny Manning or Jeff Lehnnan, I
have a right to change. The Spurs
are the NBA's best currently, and
are very deep. The Jazz will be
destroyed. They suck. I need give
no reason. They just do. The Spurs
against the Sonics will be awesome, but here's what will happen.
Gary Payton will look like Bernie
as he makes Avery Johnson look
awful. Shawn Kemp can guard
David Robinson better than anyone
in the league. It is the Sonics' time.
They got embarrassed by Denver
last year, and all will pay a severe
price this year, just as long as
Kendall Gill realizes there are 11
other guys on the team.
Okay, now to leave you with baseball. Let's start with the best division in baseball, the AL East. Yan-

kees, nuff said. Right now, they are
the best thing going in baseball.
Jimmy Key and Jack McDowell
equals 40 wins with the Yanks'
firepower on offense. That's more
wins than the worst teams in baseball will have. Their lineup is
loaded with power, some speed,
okay very little speed, average, and
defense. But it is their bullpen that
gives them the edge over Toronto
or Baltimore. The Os may have a
better 1-5 rotation with Ben
McDonald, Ken Covone, Mike
Mussina, Kevin Brown, and Kirk
Holt. Sid Fernandez has lost 400
Ibs and now weighs in at 390. But
with a very suspect bullpen, they're
#2. Same thing with Toronto. Their
offense is the best in the division,
but manager Cito Gaston doesn't
even bother having his relievers
warm up because he knows they're
going to get shelled.
In the AL Central, the White Sox
can very easily be the best in the
AL, and the Indians are only a
closer away from being right there.
Again, the AL West will be god
awful. I'll pick the A's. I did last
year.
The class of the NL is the Braves.
Ooh, I went out on a limb then:. In
the East and of particular note to
Philthy fans, the Phils are #4 in the
division. The Marlins and Mets are
both better . You can count on that.
Justwatch. There's too much to get
into here, but I guarantee if the
Phil's great offense scores 8 runs a
game, they WILL give up 9.
The Reds, as you will learn, will
appear with the same readiness as

the Dolphins, Magic, and Rangers,
are the best team in baseball. They
have the best roster, 1-24, in the
majors. Their bullpen is by farthe
best. Ron Gant will return to 35
bombs and 100 RBIs. Reggie Sanders is NL MVP and Willie Greene
is NL ROY. The Astros will progressively lose more and more as
the seac;on goes on, as they rid
themselves off all their paid players. Word out of Houston is tbat
they will use volunteers. The Central is taking candy from a baby for
the Reds.
The Padres will win the West. I~s
funny what happens when you Ittually pay the players to play. You
can actually get some good guys to
come in. The Dodgers will reatiZIe
in last June that you can not baw2
rookies and a 22 year old in the OF.
If a record for Ks by an OF exilll.
Billy Ashley, Todd HollandWOldl.
and Raul Mondesi will crush it
Okay, last Tuesday, me and Big
TJ were waiting after in ExPbYlID
talk to Tina. Then out of nowblle,
stunning me, TJ, Bear, and c.t
O'Donnell, Jim Barsky, grady
panting out of breath, races in"
informs me that Nickolai VolUf
sang the Russian national an_
before his matches. That's the kill'
of dedication the World WrestUaI
Federation Trivia Questiog
~ needs and deserves. For.
week and to be answered hopefiIIIY
by next year: Who were tbe CIlossal Connection?

I

of.
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